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Abstract. Diabetes, which ranks 4th among the top ten causes of death in Taiwan, is
one of the most important medical issues in the 21st century. However, for most diabetic
patients, their blood sugar is not under good control, especially in ICUs. Good control of
blood sugar may reduce the risk of sepsis to 34% for patients in ICUs. The importance of
good blood sugar control for patients in ICUs is manifested by a significant reduction of
mortality and morbidity. This study designed a clinical decision support system (CDSS)
using a support vector machine (SVM) to predict if a critically ill patient can have good
glucose control after insulin administration. A filter method based on logistic regression
analysis (LRA) and a wrapper method based on recursive feature elimination (RFE) were
adopted to select salient features from 10 variables for CDSS design. Data on 231 patients
(2492 records) were collected covering four years from an ICU. Four significant variables
(p < 0.05) using LRA in contrast to five ones using RFE algorithm, were selected. The
results show that the predictive accuracy under cross-validation was 93.50% for features
selected with LRA, and the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity with SVM-RFE were
95.75%, 92.71% and 99.81%, respectively. It could predict the outcome quite accurately
after having injected a certain dose of insulin. The proposed system may help doctors
effectively assess their patients in determining insulin dose for better glucose control in
an ICU setting.
Keywords: Diabetes, Logistic regression analysis, Clinical decision support system,
Neural network, Support vector machine, Recursive feature elimination, Decision tree,
Radial basis function network
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1. Introduction. Diabetes is one of the most important global public health issues in
the 21st century. In recent years, with the continually elevating living standards together
with the changes in diet and living habits, the incidence of diabetes around the world has
been increasing year by year. It has become a prevalent disease in civilized countries, with
a global incidence of 190 million based on the statistics of the Global Diabetes Alliance
[1]. In Taiwan, among all the chronic diseases, the prevalent rate of diabetes is ranked as
one of the most prevalent diseases (4.3%) based on the 2005 statistics of Department of
Health of Taiwan [2], and only second to hypertension. Diabetes, as the 4th leading cause
of death in Taiwan, has the highest increasing rate among the 10 leading causes of death.
The mortality rate related to diabetes increased, with 7.91, 34.67 and 42.5 per 100,000
people dying in 1980, 1997 and 2006, respectively [2]. Unfortunately, blood sugar levels
of 2/3 of the patients were not under good control [2].
The etiology of diabetes is closely related to the function of the pancreas, which secrets

insulin to regulate blood sugar levels in the human body. If the insulin secretion function
of the pancreas is compromised, blood sugar levels will be imbalanced and can lead to
diabetes. Generally, there are 2 types of diabetes: Type 1 and Type 2. Type 1 diabetes
is related to insufficient production of insulin by the pancreas, while type 2 diabetes, in
spite of normal insulin production, is caused by the resistance of cells to the reaction of
insulin and prevents glucose from effectively entering into cells, thereby resulting in the
elevation of blood sugar levels [3]. With various complications, such as cardiovascular,
retinal and renal diseases, diabetes may incur enormous medical expense and social cost,
causing a serious burden for many countries.
For patients facing diabetes, a cheerful mood is important [4], as is diet control and

medication compliance to maintain blood sugar under the suggested level. However, most
diabetic patients were unable to adequately control their blood sugar levels for several
reasons. First of all, insufficient health education may make the patient unaware of the
serious consequences of diabetes. The second reason is the difficulty in the overall control
and adjustment of diet, exercise and medication. Thirdly, although various medications
are available for controlling diabetes, there is still no cure, which may make patients lose
patience for long-term therapy. Furthermore, available specialists are insufficient, leading
to limited access to medical care and difficulty in seeking medical attention.
In addition to physiological status, the condition of a patient with a chronic disease will

be influenced to a certain extent by the disease, remedy and mental condition. Therefore,
we still could not identify any single indicator as the ideal guideline for determining the
reasonable dosage for an individual patient. Currently, most of the decisions made by the
physicians still rely on their professional judgments. Different medical staffs may adopt
different medical remedies for the same patient. On the other hand, even with the same
medical administration, different patients may react differently. Since error related to
human judgment is inevitable and medical staffs may misjudge under some circumstances,
determining how to achieve an effective control of patient’s condition, how to discriminate
well- and poorly-controlled patients, and the features related to a poor control will provide
significant and valuable assistance to patients, physicians and healthcare education staffs.

2. Literature Reviews.

2.1. Intensive insulin therapy in ICU setting. In contrast to conventional treatment
whereby infusion of insulin is needed only if the blood sugar level rises to more than 215
mg/dl and the blood glucose is maintained at a level between 180 and 200 mg/dl, the
intensive insulin therapy (IIT) intentionally maintains the blood glucose within 80-110
mg/dl [5]. Van den Berghe et al. [5] reported that IIT reduced mortality of critically
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ill ICU patients by 34%, bloodstream infections by 46%, acute renal failure by 41%, the
median number of blood transfusions by 50%, and critically-ill polyneuropathy by 44%.
Additionally, the need for prolonged ventilator support and the duration of ICU stay were
also reduced if IIT was conducted [5]. However, the efficacy of IIT in reducing mortality
of ICU patients is controversial according to more recent studies [6,7] and meta-analyses
[8-10].

In contrast to surgical ICU, the mortality rate of medical ICU patients treated with IIT
was not significantly reduced compared to conventional treatment [6]. However, similar
to surgical ICU, the morbidity rate was significantly reduced in medical ICU with reduced
newly acquired kidney injury, accelerated predicting from glucose control, and decreased
length of stay in the ICU and hospital. More recently, the NICE-SUGAR study concluded
that IIT did not reduce the mortality rate for critically ill patients in either surgical or
medical ICU setting; in fact, IIT increased mortality among adults in the ICU [7], a result
which differed from the finding of a meta-analysis study addressing the view that IIT did
not affect mortality for critically ill adult patients [10]. By including NICE-SUGAR data,
the meta-analysis conducted by Griesdale et al. [9] suggested that patients of surgical
ICUs benefitted from IIT while patients in other ICU settings did not. The reasons
behind such conflicting results are not clear. Reduced blood glucose level, increased
administrated insulin, occurrence of hypoglycemia, methodological factors, or types of
disease might be the factors causing such discrepancies [7,11].

Although the benefit of IIT in treating critically ill ICU patients is still controversial,
it is widely believed that hyperglycemia is highly associated with increased mortality in
critically ill patients [12-15]. The mortality rate of critically ill patients is closely related
to blood glucose levels. For example, Krinsley [15] reported that mean and maximum
glucose levels for non-survival patients were significantly higher than those for survival
patients. The mortality rate increased progressively as glucose levels elevated. On the
other hand, it was reported that the occurrence of hypoglycemia was frequently observed
in IIT interventions [7,9,10]. Hypoglycemia might be the reason why the mortality rate
of critically ill ICU patients administrated with IIT was higher than that of conventional
treatment [7]. Hence, it is very important to find factors influencing blood glucose control
and to design a clinical decision support system (CDSS) for an ICU setting.

2.2. Automatic diagnosis of diabetes. Barakat and Bradley [15] designed a model
based on SVM to diagnose and predict Type II diabetes with an accuracy of 94%, sen-
sitivity of 93% and specificity of 94%. On the other hand, a model proposed by Huang
et al. [16] based on a C4.5 decision tree achieved an accuracy of 95% and sensitivity of
98% for efficient glucose control of diabetic outpatients. More recently, a model designed
using linear discriminant analysis for feature selection and Morlet wavelet SVM for clas-
sifier design achieved an accuracy rate as high as 89.74% for diabetic diagnosis based on
a Pima Indian women database [17].

Unfortunately, most of the aforementioned investigations only focused mainly on the
prediction of glucose control for patients in outpatient settings [15-17]. To our knowledge,
no study conducted so far has endeavored to find important factors for designing a CDSS
to efficiently control blood glucose in ICU patients. In this study, our aim was to estab-
lish a model by adopting important factors which influence the efficiency of blood sugar
control. Additionally, the relationship between the efficiency of blood sugar control and
the administration of insulin dosage for individual ICU patients will also be explicated.
Based on the established model, the predictive outcome of the blood sugar control can
be used to adjust suitable dosage of administrated insulin for ICU patients; this should
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prove useful in reducing healthcare cost and elevating patient safety as well as the quality
of service in ICU settings.

3. Materials and Methods. The collected data were statistically analyzed with SPSS
software package applied for descriptive and inferential analyses, followed by feature se-
lection using filter (logistic regression analysis) and wrapper methods (recursive feature
elimination) to obtain salient features for predictive model construction. Finally, models
based on RBF network, decision tree J48, logistic regression, and SVM were constructed
and compared that the best model was applied for clinical application. Cross validation
scheme was applied to obtain accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of the constructed mod-
els. Furthermore, area under ROC curve (AUC) was also used to assess the predictive
performance.

3.1. Data collect. A total of 2492 samples of data collected from 231 patients admitted
to the ICU of a national hospital situated in central Taiwan from 2006 to 2009 were
used for this study. All of the patients were diagnosed as Type 2 diabetes, showing the
symptom of hyperglycemia. The diagnostic criteria of diabetes are as follows [3]: (1) Two
times of venous blood sugar level after fasting over 140 mg/dl; (2) With a venous blood
sugar level after fasting lower than 140 mg/dl, but the venous blood sugar level at 2 h after
oral administration of 75 mg glucose (glucose tolerance test) is over 200 mg/dl; and (3)
Frequently accompanied by the following classical complications: drinking more, urinating
more and eating more, but still losing weight [3]. Data samples were collected every 4
h on average, within 48 h after the patients had been admitted to the ICU. Data were
classified into 2 groups based on good or bad glucose control after insulin administration.
A good glucose control trial indicated that the glucose level had been reduced to a level
less than 140 mg/dl after insulin administration; otherwise it was classified as a bad
trial. Each data sample consisted of 10 factors: age, gender, time from initial insulin
administration, blood glucose level, surgical operation, heart rate, body temperature,
administrated insulin dosage, coma scale and BMI. Models for predicting blood glucose
level control after insulin administration were constructed using four different methods:
i.e., RBF network, decision tree J48, simple logistic regression and support vector machine
(SVM). Predictive results obtained from these models were compared that the best model
will be applied for clinical application in an ICU setting.

3.2. Support vector machine (SVM). Support vector machine (SVM) is a useful
technique for data classification and regression; it has become an important tool for
machine learning and data mining. In general, SVM has better performance compared
with existing methods, such as neural networks and decision trees [17,19]. Recently,
application of SVM in medicine has grown rapidly. For examples, it has been applied
in the prediction of RNA-binding sites in proteins [20-22], discrimination of malignant
and benign cervical lymph nodes [23-25], disease diagnosis using tongue images [26,27],
diagnosis of cardiovascular disease [28] and breast cancer [29,30].
The goal of SVM is to separate multiple clusters with a set of unique hyperplanes

having the widest margins to the boundary, consisting of support vectors, of each cluster.
In contrast, each hyperplane which separates two clusters is not unique for other linear
classifiers [31,32]. Given a two-class linearly separable problem, the hyperplane separating
two classes leaving the maximum margin from both classes is represented as [33,34]:

g(x) = wTx+ w0 = 0 (1)

in which w indicates the weights of the input vector x and w0 is a bias term of the
hyperplane. The training data of two classes can be represented as (xi, yi) with xi ∈Rn
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and yi ∈ { + 1,−1} for i = 1, 2, . . ., N , in which sample xi is an N -dimensional input
vector and yi is its corresponding label indicating the class of xi. By scaling the orthogonal
vector w and bias w0 in Equation (1) to make the values of g(x) at the nearest points in
class 1 and class 2 equal to 1 and –1, respectively, the problem of obtaining the optimal
hyperplane becomes a nonlinear quadratic optimization problem, which can be formulated
as:

Min
w,w0

∥w∥2

2
,

Subject to yi
(
wTxi + w0

)
≥ 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , N

(2)

The problem can be solved by considering Lagrangian duality, and stated equivalently
by its Wolfe dual representation form with the constraints satisfying the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker (KKT) conditions, i.e., ∂L(w, w0, λ)/∂w = 0, ∂L(w, w0, λ)/∂w0 = 0, λi[yi(w

Txi+
w0)− 1] = 0, and λi ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , N , as indicated in the following equation:

Max L (w, w0, λ) =
∥w∥2

2
−
∑N

i=1
λi

[
yi
(
wTxi + w0

)
− 1
]

(3a)

Subject to w =
∑N

i=1
λiyixi,

∑N

i=1
λiyi = 0 and λi ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , N (3b)

where L(w, w0, λ) is a Lagrangian function and λ = [λ1, λ2, . . ., λN ] is the vector of
Lagrangian multipliers corresponding to the constraint in Equation (2). In contrast to
Equation (2), the first two constraints in Equation (3b) become equality constraints and
make the problem easier to handle. By substituting the first two constraints in Equation
(3b) into Equation (3a), the problem is formulated as:

Max
λ

(∑N
i=1 λi − 1

2

∑N
i,j=1 λiλjyiyjx

T
i xj

)
,

Subject to
∑N

i=1 λiyi = 0 with λi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N
(4)

As soon as the Lagrangian multipliers have been obtained by maximizing the above
equation, the optimal hyperplane can be obtained from w =

∑N
i=1 λiyixi shown in Equa-

tion (3b). Then, classification of a sample is performed based on the sign of the following
equation:

f(x) = sgn
(
wTx+ w0

)
= sgn

(∑Ns

i=1
λiyix

T
i xi + w0

)
(5)

where Ns is the number of support vectors.
For a nonlinear classification problem, the optimization problem shown in Equation (2)

is changed to Equation (6) with a penalty term being added:

Min
w,w0

(
∥w∥2

2
+ C

∑N
i=1 ξi

)
,

Subject to yi
(
wTϕ(xi) + w0

)
≥ 1− ξi and ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , N

(6)

where C is a positive penalty parameter, variables ξi are used to weight the cost of
misclassified samples, and ϕ(xi) is a function applied to map the training sample xi to a
higher dimensional space. For a vector x ∈ Rn in the original feature space, it is assumed
that there exists a function ϕ for mapping x ∈ Rn to ϕ(x) ∈ Rk with k > n. Then, the
class of a sample can be determined from the following equation:

f(x) = sgn
[
wTϕ(x) + w0

]
= sgn

[∑Ns

i=1
λiyiϕ (x)

T ϕ(xi) + w0

]
(7)

in which ϕ(x)Tϕ(xi) is the inner product needed for calculation, which is performed by
a kernel function K(x, z) = ϕ(x)Tϕ(z) a symmetric function, satisfying the following
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condition: ∫
K(x,z)g(z)dxdz ≥ 0 and

∫
g(x)2dx ≤ ∞ (8)

Finally, the optimization problem in Equation (4) is reformulated as:

Max
λ

(∑N
i=1 λi −

1

2

∑N
i,j=1 λiλjyiyjK

(
xT
i xj

))
,

Subject to
∑N

i=1 λiyi = 0 with 0 ≤ λi ≤ C
(9)

For a nonlinear classifier, various kernels including polynomial, radial basis function,
and hyperbolic tangent can be used for mapping the original sample space into a new
Euclidian space with Mercer’s conditions being satisfied. The linear classifier can then
be designed for classification. Among them, radial basis function, as shown in the follow-
ing equation, is the most widely used function, and is applied in this study for feature
mapping.

K(x, z) = exp
(
−γ ∥x− z∥2

)
(10)

3.3. Feature selection. Feature selection has the advantage of reducing the number
of features and the size of storage requirements, decreasing training and computational
time, facilitating data visualization and understanding, as well as improving predictive
performance [35,36]. The algorithms of feature selection can often be classified into 3 ap-
proaches: filter, wrapper and embedded methods [34]. The filter method is a preprocessing
procedure which selects a subset of features based on statistical measures independent of
the designed classifiers. In contrast, the wrapper method assesses individual subsets of
features in a recursive way by considering their predictive efficiency to a given classifier.
It is more computationally intensive than the filter method, but is believed to be able to
provide more efficient outcome. The subset with the smallest number of features achieving
the highest predictive accuracy is used for classifier construction.

3.3.1. Filter method based on logistic regression analysis. LRA is a type of nonlinear re-
gression which has been used to delineate the relationship between several independent
variables, discrete or continuous, and a dependent discrete variable, dichotomous or mul-
tiple. For binary LRA, the dependent variable is dichotomous, while for multiple LRA,
it is multiple. In contrast, the dependent variable of a multiple regression analysis is
continuous. The dependent variable (y) is a linear combination of dependent variables
(xi) for a multiple regression, as shown in the following equation:

y = a+
∑n

i=1
bixi + ε (11)

in which a is the intercept of Y axis, bi indicates the regression coefficient and ε is the
prediction error. Therefore, a model constructed using multiple regression analysis can
be represented as:

g(x) = a+
∑n

i=1
bixi (12)

Hence, the prediction error ε = y − g(x) indicates the difference between a measured
value and the predicted value. Since the dependent variable of a binary LRA is dichoto-
mous, i.e., 1 or 0, its modeling is based on the probability associated with the values of
dependent variable, as formulated as natural logarithm of odd ratio in favor of y = 1 in
the following equation:

ln
P (y = 1|x1, x2, . . . , xn)

P (y = 0|x1, x2, . . . , xn)
= a+

∑n

i=1
bixi (13)

The above (Logit) transformation of the dependent variable converts a non-linear rela-
tionship between independent and dependent variables into a linear one. The SPSS 10.0
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statistical software package was adopted to perform a statistical analysis of the acquired
data. Descriptive statistics were first used to deal with the characteristics of the dataset
with mean and standard deviation calculated for each continuous variable followed by
inferential statistics. Frequency and percentage of each sub-type of a categorical variable
were also calculated for further analysis. Inference statistics such as t-test was used to
test significance of the continuous variables while a Pearson chi-square test was applied to
test the dichotomous variables. The variables which are significantly different (p < 0.05)
between good and bad glucose control were further studied using LRA. In the beginning,
all 10 variables were analyzed using t-test and Pearson chi-square test for selecting salient
continuous and discrete variables, respectively, followed by LRA to further select signif-
icant variables for training and testing using neural network, decision tree and support
vector machine.

3.3.2. Wrapper method based on recursive feature elimination. The wrapper method as-
sesses individual subsets of features in a recursive way by considering their predictive
efficiency in regard to a given classifier. For a vector space with n features, a recursive
feature elimination (RFE) algorithm removes unimportant features based on backward
sequential selection by iteratively deleting one feature at a time, resulting in a sub-optimal
combination of r (r < n) features with best predictive performance [34]. SVM-RFE starts
with all features, and deletes features repeatedly until r features are left, which leads to the
widest margin separating two classes. Weight magnitude, which is inversely proportional
to the margin, is generally used as the ranking criterion in determining the importance
of individual features. The eliminated feature p is the one which minimizes the variation
of weight:

∥w−p∥2 =
∑N

i,j=0
λiλjyiyjK

(
xT
i xj

)
(14)

In addition to weight or margin, other measures such as generalization error, gradient
of weight and Fischer’s ratio were also proposed for feature ranking [37]. In this study,
mean cross validation accuracy was used as a measure of feature ranking for determining
the eliminated feature in each iteration.

3.4. Cross validation and system assessment. First of all, the data were randomly
divided into two subsets, in which good and bad glucose control samples are equally dis-
tributed, for cross validation to get the optimal SVM parameters, i.e., C (cost parameter)
and γ (kernel parameter). In the validation stage, data were divided into 10 subsets
(folds) for cross validation by fixing the SVM parameters to the values obtained in the
previous step. In each iteration, 9 folds were used for training the model while the rest
one used for validation. The procedure was repeated for 10 times, each used an individual
fold for validation.

To assess the predictive performance of the models constructed by various artificial
techniques, including RBF network, decision tree J48, simple logistic regression and SVM,
the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of the model were compared. In addition, area
under ROC curve (AUC) was also used for sensitivity analyses. The best model will be
adopted for future clinical applications.

4. Results.

4.1. Feature selection. The results of descriptive statistics and inference statistics of
2492 samples collected from 231 patients are shown in Table 1. As depicted in this ta-
ble, 4 variables, including surgical operation, blood sugar, body mass index (BMI) and
administrated insulin dose, are significantly different (p < 0.05) between good and bad
glucose control groups. As shown in Table 2, after analysis using the filter method based
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on LRA, it was found that only 4 variables: blood sugar, body temperature, BMI and
administrated insulin dose, were significant (p < 0.05); these were selected for CDSS con-
struction. Notice that the variable surgical operation was replaced by body temperature
after LRA.

Table 1. Statistic analyses of recorded data for feature selection (N = 2492)

Variables
Blood Sugar Control

Good Bad Significance
(n = 1324) (n = 1168) (p-value)

Gender (male/female) 714/610 602/566 0.377
Age 74.37±12.34 74.78±11.01 0.339
Surgical operation (n/y) 195(14.7%) 122(10.4%) 0.001
Blood sugar (mg/dl) 281.44±110.45 236.42±95.08 < 0.001
Body temperature (◦C) 36.51±0.89 36.55±0.84 0.167
Heart rate (BPM) 93.74±20.786 95.09±35.05 0.258
Body mass index (BMI) 22.13±4.10 22.57±3.98 0.007
Administrated insulin dose (unit/h) 8.12±5.56 8.51±5.59 < 0.001
Time from initial insulin

9.20±12.10 9.10±10.30 0.082
administration (hours)
Glascow coma scale 8.11±4.11 8.26±4.22 0.36

Table 2. Significant variables after logistic regression analysis (LRA)

Variables B S.E. Wald P-value
Gender 0.146 0.086 2.867 0.090
Age 0.00 0.004 0.000 0.988
Surgical operation –0.140 0.134 1.095 0.295
Blood sugar (mg/dl) –0.05 0.000 126.182 < 0.001
Body temperature (◦C) 0.132 0.050 6.949 0.008
Heart rate (BPM) 0.003 0.002 2.389 0.122
Body mass index (BMI) 0.031 0.011 8.260 0.004
Administrated insulin dose (Unit/h) 0.037 0.008 19.225 < 0.001
Time from initial insulin administration (hours) –0.001 0.000 3.877 0.203
Glascow coma scale 0.033 0.011 2.217 0.102
Constant –5.231 1.859 7.917 0.005

To compare the features selected using LRA and SVM-RFE, it was found that 4 com-
mon features, i.e., blood sugar, body temperature, BMI and administrated insulin dose,
were selected by two methods, while surgical operation was selected by SVM-RFE only.

4.2. Predictive performance of blood glucose control. In this study, we tested SVM
models using different combinations of parameters C and γ, with a grid size of 0.1, to select
the optimal parameters for constructing the CDSS with the greatest predictive accuracy.
The parameters with best predictive performance are 5.8 and 19.3 for log2 C and log2 γ,
respectively. In addition, features selected using different methods of feature selection
also affect the predictive performance because of different number, or combination, of
selected features. As shown in Table 3, the predictive performance for the SVM model
constructed using features selected based on wrapper method (5 features) is better than
that of the filter method (4 features).
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Table 3. Comparisons of accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and AUC of
models constructed with different AI techniques

AI Method Feature Selection Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity AUC
RBFN LRA 53.21% 53.29% 51.14% 0.518
Decision Tree J48 LRA 64.77% 65.97% 63.23% 0.721
Simple Logistic
Regression

LRA 60.67% 60.68% 60.66% 0.645

SVM
LRA 93.50% 90.63% 97.36% 0.931
RFE 95.75% 92.71% 99.81% 0.955

A comparison of predictive rates of CDSS models constructed using four different meth-
ods, i.e., RBF network, decision tree J48, logistic regression and SVM, with 2 feature
selection method is demonstrated in Table 3. As indicated in this table, the SVM model
achieves higher predictive rates than the other AI techniques. Furthermore, SVM model
constructed using features selected with RFE (95.75%) achieves better performance than
LRA (93.50%).

5. Discussion. Neural network and decision tree have been widely applied in designing
decision support systems for clinical applications; some studies find that neural networks
are better than decision tree [37-39], while others have opposite outcomes [40]. Recently,
the application of SVM in medicine has grown rapidly; it has been applied in the pre-
diction of RNA-binding sites in proteins [41], disease diagnosis using tongue images [26],
discrimination of malignant and benign cervical lymph nodes [23], and diagnoses of car-
diovascular disease [28]. Wu et al. [43] applied an artificial neural network and support
vector machine to diagnose students’ learning disabilities problem for students. Although
their results showed that a neural network performs better than an SVM, other investiga-
tions reported that SVM in general has a better performance compared to neural network
[44] and decision tree [18,33,44].

In this study, we compared the models constructed using RBF network, decision tree
J48, simple logistic regression and SVM. The results show that CDSS constructed using
SVM was the best in regard to glucose control prediction. The predicative accuracy of the
model constructed using simple LRA is only 60.67%. The SVM model constructed with
features selected using LRA, by contrast, achieves a predictive accuracy as high as 93.5%
for the same dataset, which is only slightly lower than that of the SVM models constructed
using 5 features selected with RFE (95.75%). There are two ways to change the nonlinear
relationship between independent and dependent variables into a linear one, transforming
either the independent or dependent variables. One possible reason for the low predictive
accuracy of the LRA model might be that it transformed the dependent variable using a
nonlinear logarithmic function and was constructed in the same dimensional space, while
the SVM models transform the input variables to a space with higher dimensions using a
nonlinear kernel before being classified linearly in the high-dimensional space.

For outpatient diagnosis of diabetes and prediction of glucose control, models designed
with SVM [15] and decision tree [16] achieved very good performance with a predictive
accuracy as high as 94% and 95%, respectively. However, a more recent study with a
model constructed and validated based on the Pima Indian women database achieved a
predictive rate of 89.74% only in regard to diabetic diagnosis [17]. Difference in database
characteristics might be the reason causing such discrepancy. The database adopted
in [15,16] containing data collected from both male and female outpatients, while the
database in [17] referred to female data only. In contrast, the data investigated in this
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study were collected from female and male ICU patients who were more critically ill than
the patients in [15,16]. Furthermore, compared to the previous investigations that the
models were constructed based on database containing demographic data, history, and
anthropometric measures collected from outpatients [15-17], the unique feature of the
approach proposed in this study is that we endeavored on designing a CDSS for clinical
application based on the data collected from more critically ill ICU patients. In addition
to demographic data (Gender and age), history (surgical operation) and anthropometric
measures (body temperature, heart rate, BMI and coma scale), the data used in this
study also include intervention (administrated insulin dose and time from initial insulin
administration). The main advantage is that the designed CDSS can be used to determine
appropriate dose of insulin to be administrated to a critically ill patient so that good
blood glucose controlled can be achieved in ICU setting, which in turn can elevate patient
safety and improve healthcare quality. The deficiencies of this investigation are that the
patients were recruited from medical ICU diagnosed with diabetes; other comorbidities
such as cardiovascular and kidney diseases which might influence efficiency of glucose
control were not considered. Further improvement can be made by recruiting patients
with other morbidities to see if these factors affect efficiency of blood glucose control.
The conditions imposed to develop the main results are described as follows: (1) The

good glucose control trial is based on testing if the glucose level has been reduced to a
level less than 140 mg/dl; the case with hypoglycemia which should be treated as bad
glucose control was not considered. (2) The data samples were collected every 4 h within
48 h after the patient had been admitted to the ICU; hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia
caused by inappropriate insulin dose within such a long period might endanger the patient.
Data collected every 1 h or 2 h might provide more valuable information for physicians
to make quick decision in adjusting administrated insulin dose to alleviate hyperglycemia
or to prevent hypoglycemia. (3) This study focused only on building a general model for
predicting whether a trial will achieve good glucose control with a dose of administrated
insulin; however, even with the same medical administration, different patients may react
differently. Although BMI is an efficient anthropometric measure for discriminating pa-
tient characteristics, other factors such as insulin sensitivity of an individual should also
be considered.

6. Conclusions. We proposed a CDSS constructed using SVM to accurately predict
blood glucose control outcome for critically ill ICU patients with the accuracy, sensitivity,
specificity and AUC of 95.75%, 92.71%, 99.81% and 0.955, respectively; it is good enough
for clinical applications. To our best knowledge, in contrast to previous investigations
which mainly focused on outpatient settings, our study is the first one emphasizes on the
prediction of glucose control in the ICU setting.
It was observed that the wrapper (RFE) method has been demonstrated to be capable

of obtaining a better combination of features with a better predictive performance than
the filter (LRA) method. In the future, a program with GUI will be designed to assist
physicians in decision-making for determining appropriate dose of administrated insulin
for getting more efficient blood glucose control. The outcome of this investigation is
expected to be able to significantly increase patient safety and reduce the healthcare
costs, as well as to help doctors to effectively assess their patients regarding blood glucose
control.
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